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Dear Client

Thank you for Purchasing our HTYBS-H Automatic Closed

Cup Flash Point Tester. Please read the manual in detail prior to

first use, which will help you use the equipment skillfully.

Our aim is to improve and perfect the

company's products continually, so there may be

slight differences between your purchase equipment

and its instruction manual. You can find the changes

in the appendix. Sorry for the inconvenience. If you have further

questions, welcome to contact with our service department.

The input/output terminals and the test column

may bring voltage, when you plug/draw the test wire or

power outlet, they will cause electric spark. PLEASE

CAUTION RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

Company Address:

 T4，No. 41, High-tech 2 Road，East Lake High-tech Development Zone，

Wuhan

 Sales Hotline: 86-27- 87457960
 After Service Hotline: 86-27- 87459656
 Fax: 86-27- 87803129

 E-mail: qiao@hvtest.cc

 Website: www.hvtest.cc

http://www.whhuatian.com
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 SERIOUS COMMITMENT

All products of our company carry one year limited warranty

from the date of shipment. If any such product proves defective

during this warranty period we will maintain it for free. Meanwhile

we implement lifetime service. Except otherwise agreed by

contract.

 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Please read the following safety precautions carefully to avoid

body injury and prevent the product or other relevant subassembly

to damage. In order to avoid possible danger, this product can only

be used within the prescribed scope.

Only qualified technician can carry out maintenance or repair

work.

--To avoid fire and personal injury:

Use Proper Power Cord

Only use the power wire supplied by the product or meet the

specification of this produce.

Connect and Disconnect Correctly

When the test wire is connected to the live terminal, please do

not connect or disconnect the test wire.

Grounding

The product is grounded through the power wire; besides, the
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ground pole of the shell must be grounded. To prevent electric

shock, the grounding conductor must be connected to the ground.

Make sure the product has been grounded correctly before

connecting with the input/output port.

Pay Attention to the Ratings of All Terminals

To prevent the fire hazard or electric shock, please be care of

all ratings and labels/marks of this product. Before connecting,

please read the instruction manual to acquire information about the

ratings.

Do Not Operate without Covers

Do not operate this product when covers or panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse

Only use the fuse with type and rating specified for the product.

Avoid Touching Bare Circuit and Charged Metal

Do not touch the bare connection points and parts of energized

equipment.

Do Not Operate with Suspicious Failures

If you encounter operating failure, do not continue. Please

contact with our maintenance staff.

Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres.

Ensure Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50025703/55/Do-Not-Operate-in-an-Explosive-Atmosphere
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－Security Terms

Warning: indicates that death or severe personal injury may

result if proper precautions are not taken

Caution: indicates that property damage may result if proper

precautions are not taken.
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I. Safety precautions

1. Be sure to use a grounded outlet for the instrument’s power

supply.

2. No touching the Oil Cups and its nearby parts during test, in

case of scald.

3. Must be someone on duty when tests, if the sample burning

when test is completed cover oil lid in time.

4. No touching the oil lid because of high heat.

5. Do not flip Ignition draw Kon by hand, otherwise it will cause

permanent damage to the instrument!

II. Overview

HTYBS-H Closed Flash Point Tester, with a touch screen

replace the keyboard. It can detect the closed flash point value of

petroleum products. Adopts foreign advanced technology, the

large-screen LCD display, it is prompted to enter by full-screen

touch buttons; it is convenient, open, fuzzy control integration

software, modular structure, in line with the national standard, the

United States, and the European Union standards. Widely used in

railway, aviation, electricity, petroleum industry and scientific

research departments.
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III. Instrument features

1. Using new high-speed digital signal processor, high

precision and reliable.

2. Detection, uncap, ignition, alarm, cooling, print, all tests

finished automatically.

3. Platinum heating wire (standard), gas ignition (optional).

4. Automatic detect atmospheric pressure, automatic correct

test results.

5. Using the newly developed high-power high-frequency

switching power supply heating technology, high heating efficiency,

the use of adaptive PID control algorithm automatically adjusts the

heating curve.

6. Automatic stop detection and to alarm when exceed

temperature range.

7. Thermal mini-printers, with offline printing function.

8. Historical records with time marks, store up to 255 groups.

9. The calendar clock with temperature compensation, time

accurate, automatically records the date and time of measurement,

under power-down state can run more than 10 years.

10. Using 320x240 large-screen graphical LCD display.

11. Touch screen buttons, easy to operate and intuitive.

12. Built-in many of implementation standards to select.
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IV. Working principle

The instrument under the national standard, the sample into

the test cup, test cup with sample oil heated, he lowest temperature

in the event generated steam gas mixed surrounding air flash fire

contact with flames as a flash point.

Digital signal processor according to temperature changes

collected, controls the heater so that the temperature of the oil

sample at a certain rate rise; ignition timing, flash fire detection,

automatic control; when a flash fire test, the system stops data

acquisition, display flash fire temperature recording and print the

results, stop heating.

V. Technical specification

1. Temperature measurement:

Measurement: room temperature ~ 300℃

Repeatability: 0.5%

Resolution: 0.1℃

Fine degree: 0.5%

Temperature sensor: platinum resistance (PT100)

Flash sensor: ion detection ring

2. Ambient temperature: 10 ~ 40℃

Relative humidity: less than 85%
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Supply voltage: AC220V±10%

Power: ﹤500 w

3. Heating rate: in line with national standards, the United States,

the European Union and other standards

4. External dimensions:

Main machine: 190 * 260 * 285 (mm)

Heating furnace: 280×260×285(mm)

5. Instrument weight: 18kg

VI. Structure and installation

1. Installation：

① Unpack the instrument and make sure the equipment is in

good condition.

② Check instrument model No. and all accessories, it should

be consistent with the packing list.

③ Please debug the instrument after inspection step 1 & 2.

2. Starting up preparation：

①Insert the furnace plug into AC220V three-wire power socket,

and the socket should be based on clear and reliable grounding

②Connect the test furnace and host with instruments

dedicated cable.

③Clean the oil cup with petroleum ether, pour sample liquid
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into the oil cup to the scale mark, and put into the heater.

④Correctly install the oil lamp and platinum alloy electric

ignition wire ignition head.

VII. Operating method

1. Turn on the Power, then the Screen displays shown in

Figure 1:

Figure 1

Touch the “ ” key, enter the parameter setting

function screen, Shown in Figure 2

Touch the “ ”key, enter the history function screen, Shown

in Figure 3

Touch the “ ” key, enter the measure function screen,

Shown in Figure4

2. Parameter set function screen.
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Figure 2

Use your finger to select the items want to change:

Touch the "▲"and "▼" key to adjust the number you have

selected.

Touch the " " key to save settings.

Touch the "ESC" key to back the first screen, Shown in Figure

1.Change Stove Address：Pay special attention to：Keep in a

hanging one stove in the absence of changes！Methods are as

follows：Touch the address, use“▲”、“▼”key，adjust the digital；

after changed, then press“ ”.

3. History function screen：
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Figure 3

Touch the “▲” and “▼”key to view record sequentially.

Touch the “ ” key to print the history results.

Touch the “ ” key to delete the selected record in the history.

4. Measure function screen

Figure 4

◆ Touch“No.1”, “No.2”, “No.3”to select the stove.

◆ Touch “Standard”, “Setup” below the selected stove ，

use“▲”、“▼”key to adjust；When select “Standard”，press“▲”、“▼”to

select，when “user def” is selected，Then by touch " user def" twice
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into a custom parameter setting screen, Shown in Figure 5

Figure 5

Use your finger to select project

Touch the "▲"and "▼" key to adjust the number you have

selected.

Touch the " " key to store settings.

Touch the "ESC" key to back the first screen, Shown in Figure

4.

Open flash point determination, you can also choose whether

to" ignition test".

◆ Press the "Start" to start the corresponding furnace test.

Press the " ", the corresponding test furnace exit the test status,

and start the cooling fan.

◆ Press "▲" to raise the corresponding test furnace arm;

press the " ", the corresponding test furnace stopped rising arm

and stop the cooling fan.
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◆ Press "▼" to down the corresponding test furnace arm.

Press the " ", the corresponding test furnace to stop down arms

and stop the cooling fan.

Pre-flash value setting method: the flash point of the oil sample

is known, flash point of the oil sample value to the value of the

pre-flash, If do not know the oil sample flash point, set oil sample

estimates, then the test is stopped and then reset the value based

on the pre-flash instrument tips

◆ Touch the “ESC” to exit the test, All the stoves to stop any

action, And return to Figure 1.

◆ Apparatus for automatically testing the atmospheric

pressure value, according to the selection of standard, automatic

calculation of flash point correction value, shown on test screen.

5. The result of test：

Apparatus in accordance with the selected execution

standards required by the testing process, and make the pressure

correction, test results, and start the cooling fan, shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6

Instrument in the testing process, testing all kinds of faults and

prompt the user, and user can according to the fault tip elements

adopt the corresponding solutions.

The cooling fan has two starting method:

①In test, press the " " key to exit the test condition, at the

same time start cooling fan.

②Test process ends or other reasons apparatus consists of

testing process into a stop test status, activates a cooling fan.

There are three ways to stop cooling fan:

①Touch the" ESC" key to exit the test screen, at the same

time to stop cooling fan.

②Touch the" ▲" key, then touch the " " key, stop rising at

the same time to stop cooling fan.

③Touch the" ▼" key, then touch the " " key, stop falling at

the same time to stop cooling fan.
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VIII. Note and maintenance

1. The instrument should be used non-corrosive environment.

2. The oil cup should be cleaned, when replace test sample.

3. Detection thermocouple should not have oil, or it will affect

the detection sensitivity.

4. No touch ignition head, oil cup and its surrounding parts in

case of scald during the test.

IX. Troubleshooting

NO. Failure Treatment

1
Turn on the power,
the LCD screen no
display

Check power supply is plugged in, examine the plug is
not loose.

2
Large repeatability
error for sample
testing

Remove the lifting arm top cover, and check
1. whether the mixer shaft is broken
2. Oil may effect on thermocouple sensitivity, plz dry it
by filter paper

3 No heating Electric wire broken

4 Lift arm rise or fall
failure

Limit optocoupler damage
The screw between main engine and lift arm fell off
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